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Immunoterapia: biomarcatori – Quale impatto 

sulla pratica clinica ?



PD-1/PD-L1 pathway

-The normal funtion of PD-L1 (CD274, a 40kDa

type I transmembrane protein) is to regulate

the balance bewteen T-cell activation and

tolerance through interaction with its 2

receptors (PD-1, CD279) and CD80

-In cancer, PD-L1 is expressed by tumor cells

and binding to PD-1 on activated T cells helps

tumors to evade detection and elimination by

the host immune system



- The choice of the Ab clone (DAKO 28-8; DAKO 22C3;

Ventana SP142; Ventana SP263; CST E1LN3N)

Finto titolo

Main problematic issues based on published data

- Scoring system

- >1%

- >5%

- >50%
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SP142 was developed 

for Roche/Genentech’s 

anti-PD-L1 

(MPDL3280A) 

immunotherapy 

PD-L1 (SP263) IHC 

assay to enroll 

patients in clinical 

trials for MEDI4736 

anti-PD-L1



Score 3+

PD-L1 immunoscore

Score 2+in 60% ? Score 1+ in 80% ?

Score 3+in 30% ? Score 2+ in 30% ?



Clone CST E1LN3N

PD-L1 immunoscore

Clone Ventana SP142

Same case, different score with different clones !



- Our understading of the significance of PD-L1 expression is

still unclear
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- Multicenter, International standardization effort could

address many questions and develop 1 standardized test

(Blueprint project ?)

- Patients without evidence of PD-L1 expression may also 

respond to PD-1– or PD-L1–targeting agents
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DAKO 28-8



More evidence is

required

to support the use

of PD-L1 as a potential

predictive biomarker

- Different antibodies

- Pre-analytical phase

- Scoring system

- Lack of standardization

&

reproducibility



PD-L1 in NSCLC: much more shadows than lights

- All lung cancer histotype do express PDL1 

expression 

- Is the cutoff value of > 1% the appropriate choice? 

- IHC methodology (different antibodies; no validated cutoff 

value; the cutoff value may be differ by histology, PD-L1 

is a dynamic marker).

- Are there better predictors of responsiveness?

• immune infiltrate (CD8+ cells; TILs; PD-L1+; MDSC)

• mutational burden

• cytokine gene signature

• microsatellite instability & MMR system alterations 



• Antibody clones targeting the intracellular domain (E1L3N and 
SP142) versus the extracellular domain (SP263, 22C3, and 28-
8) of PD-L1

Arch Pathol Lab Med 2016



Arch Pathol Lab Med 2016





- Higher mutation 

burden, smoking 

signature in tumors, 

higher neoantigen

burden, DNA repair 

pathway mutations 

were associated with 

improved objective 

response, durable 

clinical benefit, and 

progression-free 

survival

SCIENCE 2015;348:124-8



Finta didascalia
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Mismatch-repair 

status predicts 

clinical benefit 

of immune 

checkpoint 

blockade with 

pembrolizumab

Expression of MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2

may predict immunotherapy efficacy ?



- Scoring system

- >1%

- >5%

- >50%

The efficacy of nivolumab, including a survival benefit, was 

observed regardless of tumor PD-L1 expression levels, with 

results showing that PD-L1 expression was neither prognostic nor 

predictive of efficacy in the population of patients with squamous-

cell NSCLC

The lack of an association between PD-L1 expression and 

efficacy is probably not related to the performance of the PD-L1 

assay but is rather a function of complex interactions between 

tumors and the immune system

DAKO 28-8
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Tumor PD-L1 expression alone does not accurately assess the 

dynamic immune microenvironment

Additional diagnostic approaches, including assessment of the 

genomic landscape and the presence of preexisting CD8+

T cells and cytokines in tumor samples, could supplement PD-L1 

expression as a means of identifying patients who might have a 

response to pembrolizumab

DAKO 22C3



EGFR mutations

ALK rearrangement

Immunotherapy 

efficacy

TKI efficacy

PD-L1 expression ?

PD-1 expression ?

Mutational burden ?

Cytokines ?

Lymphocytes ?

Predictive biomarkers & Drug efficacy 

Biomarker predicts efficacy

Drug efficacy predicts the best biomarker



Is PD-L1 a robust biomarker in immunotherapy ?

Pembrolizumab

Nivolumab

Atezolizumab

and many others...

DAKO, clone 22C3 (≥ 50%) 

No biomarker 

Ventana, SP142 (>10%) ?

and may other clones

with various score.... 



Algorithm for Predictive Genetic Testing in 
Advanced NSCLC Routine Practice

NSCLC subtyping

Adenocarcinoma or non-squamous NSCLC N.O.S.

& non-smokers with squamous

EGFR ALK (IHC & FISH)

Simultaneously

ROS1 (FISH > IHC)

RET

BRAF

HER2

C-MET

NegativePositive Positive

EGFR TKi ALK TKi

KRAS

Positive

STOP

Chemo

ImmunoTP

? PD-L1 (IHC) ?

We face with cytology and small biopsy in about 2/3 of cases
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- Dynamic process rather than a fixed picture of the 

tumor (immunotherapy is not a TKI)

- NSCLC expressing PD-L1 respond better to 

checkpoint inhibitors 

- No single predictive biomarker

- PD-L1 expression is promising as predictive 

marker, but several pre-analytical and analytical 

factors are still to be defined


